1997 bmw r1100r

If you're a motorhead, you have to appreciate the power and efficiency of the BMW boxer-twin.
Since the pistons travel outwards and inwards together, it is joyously vibration-free at all engine
speeds. Once you ride one, you cannot help but be impressed by the smoothness of an
opposed-twin engine. From to , BMW motorcycles were powered by air-cooled,
horizontally-opposed twin-cylinder engines. These older, two-valve per cylinder flat-twins are
known as Airheads, for their "cooled by air only" cylinders. Two years later, the older Airhead
engine was superseded to the new four-valve air and oil cooled engine. These are known as
Oilheads. The opposed cylinders are still air-cooled, but the heads are oil-cooled as well.
Produced in Spandau, Germany from through , the RR is the sports model of the the R-series.
Unlike the RT and LT models, there are no body fairings. A total of 53, units were produced.
Powered by the first-generation Oilhead engine, the motor is fuel injected and features North
American models left the factory with about 80 stock horsepower. The Telelever front end
features a "wishbone" between the bottom fork tree and engine case, which makes the bike very
stable and predicable at all speeds. The rear suspension is referred to as Paralever. It is a single
side-arm with integrated driveshaft. Unlike older BMW models, the rear section of the Paralever
can pivot. After owning half a dozen Harleys, a couple Triumphs, a Kawasaki and a Yamaha, I
decided to try something different. Aside from my budget constraints, the only criteria was my
next motorcycle weigh no more than pounds. The seller of this bike was an older rider who was
obsessive about motorcycles and their maintenance. He owned seven bikes, including two RR
models; one was yellow, one was black. He was selling the black one. They were all neatly
arraigned in a motorcycle-only three-car-garage. Each of them were covered, and each had
trickle chargers attached to the batteries. Although I hadn't ridden a BMW motorcycle before, I
found the controls intuitive and the seating position comfortable. After a minute test ride, I was
ready to drive it home. My wife then pointed out that it had no insurance or tag, and no, the
owner wasn't going to let me drive it home on his insurance and plate. So onto the trailer it
went. Included with the sale was a Givi cargo box and a nearly new indoor motorcycle cover. A
folder of past receipts showed the engine oil and filter, transmission oil, and rear end fluid were
changed just miles ago. The bike also came with a clear windscreen, which seems to be from an
R model. The plexiglass was pretty scratched and cloudy when I got it, and soon after, I painted
the inside of it black. Finding a good performance exhaust for early Oilheads isn't easy. I was
lucky that this bike was already equipped with a Remus Gran Prix stainless-steel exhaust. It
adds a deep rumbly tone, but it's not overly loud. At highway speed, with the wind noise, you
can barely hear it. With a stock RR tipping the scales at pounds, removing the stock BMW
exhaust and replacing with an aftermarket system saves about pounds. I figure that brings my
total motorcycle weight down to about pounds. There is a three-position seat adjustment, which
I keep on the middle setting. The motor has plenty of power and it's as smooth as can be. Yes,
the transmission is a little clunky when shifting gears. Neutral is a little tricky when cold. The
clunking doesn't bother me at all, as I've ridden mostly Harleys over the last 30 years. I've found
that the R-series BMW is relatively easy to maintain. So far, I've done an oil change and filter
and replaced the spark plugs, wires, and fuel filter. Recently, I replaced the battery. It's now ,
and the RR turned 25 years old, which qualifies it as a classic bike. And at 60K miles, the motor
is just breaking in. Although not as fast and powerful as Japanese sportbikes, it is respectably
quick. And as you would expect, all BMW motorcycles are built to high standards. The RR is an
incredibly versatile machine that does anything well except high speed work and track days.
Brakes are reasonable and ABS is handy where fitted. Great round town â€” and popular with
couriers as a result. Charming, simple and torquey or an underpowered antique with an
atrocious. Vibey at low revs but with plenty of midrange. The RR is still up to these feats
though. Dealers, official and unofficial are excellent. It also feels like a special motorcycle.
Considering naked bikes are often pared down to the bare minimum, the BMW RR is quite well
equipped. ABS was on all its motorcycles until when it became an option. From September.
Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Version: 75th
Anniversary Edition, spoked wheels. Best: Very comfortable seat, shaft drive, easy but often,
miles valve adj, torque. Worst: Heavy, very expensive parts, throttle return springs too stiff,
could use a 6th gear, persnickety transmission. I would not recommend it to the average
motorcyclist, you would have to be that special person. Brembo brakes, so good there. The ride
quality is great on the highway, but a little rough in town. Too heavy and ponderous to use just
in town, but fantastic on the highway. The engine has good power and torque, and it moves the
bike quite well. You never have to downshift, it's strong on roll on. I wouldn't say its a fun bike
to ride, performance wise. I would not have liked it when I was It's built to last, but needs routine
maintenance more intensive than an average motorcycle. Parts are expensive. I replaced the
driveshaft at 37, miles. On this bike you have to replace the engine oil, the transmission oil, and
the final drive oil. Of course I like the shaft drive. I also like the character and the feeling I am on

something special. I installed a windshield, a must if traveling on the highway. The stock seat
feels fine to me. ABS never had worked as I would like. Does not pulse. I bought mine in Sydney
NSW in In after a couple of years storage I decided to rebuild her and her back on the road. I'm
hooked on her. Disconnected ABS Shhhh I prefer her this way. Brakes always when and where I
need very well. I'm biased for boxers. Yeah it has a vibe at low revs, but tickle her and the
torque will zap you down the highway nice and smooth. My RR has had some rough treatment,
Bush rides, long rides, dropped twice, ridden in rain, sleet and scorching heat. Hasn't missed a
beat and has never let me down. Oil, filters tyres and two batteries in 9 years. German quality
means reliability. Great bang for the buck. Only the transmission really stands out as less than
ideal. The rest is pretty much perfect for what it is designed to be an uber-reliable tourer with
serious performance capabilities. ABS does go out from time to time. Given that most similar
bikes don't even have ABS, it's hard to hold it against this bike Great torque. Winds right up, for
a fairly simple design. Change the brake fluid The brake master cylinder is integral to the
throttle and really expensive to change out. The running gear is uniquely bullet-proof. The BMW
tour bags are always fantastic. The simple naked look ages really well -- all those fairings get
nicked and dated pretty fast Buying experience: It's hard to buy a bad one, although I'm sure
there are some about. Great all round bike, fun on twisty roads and can cruise long distances
for touring too with the hard bags. Worst feature is the stock seat, I find it uncomfortable in as
little as 60 miles. You hear some luke-warm comments about performance but mine really flies
and is super torquey.. I found fitting the high friction pads made the brakes even better. If set up
properly, throttles and air screws correctly synchronized the engine is very smooth. It is also
very quick for what it is, good acceleration for overtaking and it's hard to keep your cruising
speed down it will sneak up to mph if you are not careful. My engine is super torquey too, that
improved dramatically with an aftermarket chip that makes it run a little richer. They come
terribly weak from the factory. I even get better mpg with the modification. The factory exhaust
is extremely quiet but makes the bike sound anemic. I finally broke down and fitted a Remus
system that transformed the riding experience. Even more mid range and a satisfying exhaust
note which at idle and cruise are very little louder just much deeper in tone. When you get on
the power the sound is quite addictive. Solidly built, the finish and appearance definitely looks
up market. If you source your parts from ebay etc. They are also very easy to work on, with
good access too, things like adjusting valve clearances takes no time at all. Bike comes with a
comprehensive tool kit. Buying experience: I've owned it for 6 years now and love it, I've not
found anything that's motivated me to change. It does everything I want of it and still has style. I
still get asked about it almost every time I stop for fuel, people seem to think it's a new bike with
it's still somewhat futuristic look. I keep thinking I ought to sell this bike, but every time I get
close to it, no other bike matches up to this machine's all-round ability. It has impeccable
handling, you can brake deep into corners, cursing the wobbly part-timer on the sportsbike in
front of you as he slows you down through the turn. It even has a very loud hooter for urging
the spotty oiks out of your way. Given the right kind of camber conditions, you can even hoik
the front end up coming out of corners, certainly this happens frequently during spirited
roundabout negotiation. A punchy heavy beast, a proper bloke's bike that you can also carry
your missus on, not to mention a ton of camping gear. And like the other one, it can most
certainly be enjoyed with the missus sat astride it, or if you're more the solo type, then with just
a twist of the wrist of course as well A great bike that hardly anyone knows about. Owned a GS
before this but pound for pound this is a better bike if you only ride on road. Doesn't have the
kudos of the GS hence they are bargains. Bucket load of torque, brilliant b-road handling,
perfect riding position, all day comfort excellent headlight, build quality better than post '99
beemers. Downsides - not exactly a looker, clunky gearbox, no span adjustment on clutch lever.
Very reliable, tours well two-up with luggage. Fairly economical to run, if you avoid main
dealers, 44mpg isn't that good for the performance. Cruises all day literally at fast motorway
speeds. Worth fitting a screen. Worst point is gearbox, which makes it a pain around town.
Heavy, but weight disappears on the move. Rear shock gets tired after 40, miles, replacing it
transforms bike. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 15
images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Engine 4 out of 5 The
engine has good power and torque, and it moves the bike quite well. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5
Parts are expensive. Equipment 5 out of 5 Of course I like the shaft drive. Engine 4 out of 5.
Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 I'm biased for boxers. Value vs
rivals 5 out of 5 Oil, filters tyres and two batteries in 9 years. Equipment 5 out of 5 All luggage
by BMW. Cannot fault fit and usefulness. Engine 5 out of 5 Great torque. Value vs rivals 4 out of
5 Change the brake fluid Equipment 5 out of 5 The BMW tour bags are always fantastic. Engine
4 out of 5 If set up properly, throttles and air screws correctly synchronized the engine is very
smooth. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 If you source your parts from ebay etc. Equipment 4 out of 5 I

wish it had a fuel gauge. Engine 5 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5.
Equipment 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Low Summary of owners' reviews. Log in or
Join. Adventure Rider. RR Why so overlooked? Was fortunate to have a RR last summer, and
now have a RR. My guess is that this is not old enough to be a classic, and not new enough to
be blingy. Despite that this bike will tour with the best of them, it only has 5-speeds. Yet the
gearing is adequate for all the riding I've done interstate, in-city, canyons, etc. Any thoughts?
Lokey , Jan 11, I agree, I have a 96 R and find it to be a great bike. The only thing that I have had
a problem with, is the fuel tank only holds 4. I was considering one when I got the GS as both
bikes are almost identical apart from the wheels, radiator, suspension travel, windshield and
instrument cluster , but I decided against the R as I enjoy practicality instead of looks. And the
R is a looker. The RT is more comfortable, but lacks off-road capability. Also, at that time, I was
considering it an "old's man bike". Now I'd give away a kidney for an RT in the winter. They were
just good functional bikes without a cartoon image like the sport touring and adventure
machines. People are very image conscious. And, they're a little nerdy. ADV Sponsors. Great
replies! On my 2nd RR now, and I think they are too low drama -which is what I like! Oilheads,
check out: ibmwr. I had been out of bikes for 8 years, found myself with nose pressed to the
glass of a Beemer'ship, and was surprised by the new Roadster oilhead. My impulsive actions
put me into the saddle of a Harley though XL'S'. I loved that bike! Having fallen so deeply in love
with the cosmetic appeal of my '01 Roadster, it's hard for me to find the attractive. But I'm a
short guy, and the can be set up rather easily for short inseams. If I were to fall into a
heck-of-a-deal for an Roadster, I might be inclined to give it a go. Some people insist that the 's
engine had stronger roll-on torque than the newer Others complain that the 3 spoke mags of the
were soft and required higher air pressures I would imagine that the fuel injection system on the
was the same Bosch fuel injection on the s, so I guess there would be the "surge" issue it didn't
bother me though. In short, I find the to be on the ugly side, but those 60, miles on my
convinced me that BMW is not about cosmetics, it's their ability to do the job Pigford , Jan 11, I
don't really think this bike fits into the Road Warrior description, if truth be told :huh Its a bit
bland and does not really stir up any emotion, or much excitement either Coyote , Jan 11, I ran
an rt exhaust on my r and a full size bag. Bucho , Jan 11, Joined: Dec 10, Oddometer: 4,
Location: Maryland. An Rr was my first bike after deciding that I didn't want a cruiser anymore.
The only thing I didn't like as much was the seat height. Even on the tall setting wasn't tall
enough. At the time I had it, it didn't occur to me that I could have gotten a custom "tall" seat
made. Great bike, wouldn't mind having another some day. Threewheelbonnie , Jan 11, Joined:
Oct 20, Oddometer: 1, Location: none. As a solo I got bored due to an inability to do anything
except go a long way very quickly once the first year of BMW built in mechanical "interest" was
over anyway, but even that got boring when the chrome fell off the second front shock. As an
outfit the electrics were shot at six years old, so it had to go. There are other bikes that can do
what the RR can yet don't turn into a two wheeled car. And after six years I was still looking for
a way to get shot of those stupid Lego designed controls, yet I lived with them all the time I kept
blowing the horn to cancel the indicators. It's an odd bike that I can't bring myself to either love
or hate though, a weird combination of boring competance, weird design and points of really
poor quality. If I was looking for a bike I would give the R a lot of consideration. Joined: Nov 4,
Oddometer: So much of this depends on what the goals of the rider are. I tend to be drawn to
hobbies that are purpose oriented. Motorcycling, aviation, snowmobiling, skiing, bicycling,
metal fabrication Yet, being blessed to have owned and ridden some fine machines, I have
learned to value: -practical seat height to decrease me dropping the bike in adverse conditions.
The RR's really shine when held to the above factors. I think there are so many great models
available, it is hard to choose. Considering what the R's offer, after riding one I think you will
agree that it is hard to beat for the cost. Decimus , TonyKZ1 and ak bike like this. Joined: Apr
26, Oddometer: Location: Seattle. They are fun house mirror ugly. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Forums New posts. Donate to TWT. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the
app. Welcome to the Two Wheeled Texans community! Feel free to hang out and lurk as long as
you like. However, we would like to encourage you to register so that you can join the
community and use the numerous features on the site. After registering, don't forget to post up
an introduction! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
iMotoPilot Start date Apr 5, Heard the boxter type of engine is bullet proof and low maintenance.
Would like to hear opinions on the positive and negative in owning one in South Central Texas.
However with a book and some simple mechanical skills, it is a piece of cake to keep them
maintained. If this bike was reasonably cared for, it most likely has many, many miles left in it. It

won't be as quick as your C10 but the power is more than adequate. If you haven't owned a
boxer before, it takes a little time to get used to the noises it makes They handle very well and
perform well for long distances tours. Where did you find this one? What made you think of the
Beemer over the Connie? Bet you could get a newer C10 for the same price as the older BMW
unless you found a steal! Thanks fellas for the quick response. Doons, the bike is in the Hill
Country area. LOL I like the creature comforts that you get with this series - heated grips,
electric windshield and such. Fort Bend Rider. Hands down, I would go with the C The Connie is
easier and less expensive to maintain. I love my BMW, and this is my second one, but both of
them, by far, are the most maintenance intensive bikes I have ever owned. Don't even get me
started on the rear drive, and the rear main seal. The above is my opinion based on my
experience. Drew, my previous Connie did have that issue but it was manageable or I just got
used to it. As the tinnitus ringing in my right ear from my Harley. Lol And yes, that would be me
in the pic. Gracias for the input Agman. Not sure what the deal is with the local guy. I love that
boxer. Mine is a GS with well over k miles and runs like a champ. I check the valves every 5k
miles while I'm waiting for the oil to drain during a change, but I haven't had to adjust them in
the last 40k. Oil change and valve check takes about half an hour if you're not in a hurry. Add
another 15 minutes if you have to make any adjustments. If the rear drive hasn't had any
problems yet, then it probably won't have any. And even if you do end up with a rear drive issue
not as common on the as on the , it's not a very difficult fix. Joined Jan 22, Messages 5,
Reaction score Location At the back of the pack and out of the dust. I can't comment on the
Connie as I've never ridden one, but most of what I see in the notes about the RT above are true,
especially getting used to the new noises. The upside is that the are not hard to repair, parts are
available. One of the infrequent posters on this forum has K on a RRS which is roughtly the
same bike with different plastic. See if that doesn't stir up the faithful. Pluses include plenty of
power. It will go faster than you safely should and do it all day. Enough luggage for any trip.
Great handling. About as much wind protection as you can get without a car. Adjustible
windshield. Motronic II electronics allow you to read the fault codes without expensive tools.
Great support on the BMW forums. Even greater support from the folks at Lone Star. You can
carry almost every tool you need to do a complete tear down behind the seat. You won't want to
get off of it. About 60 tiny bolts to get the tupperware off. Some surge which is a freaky feeling
but not a problem. Right side of the front tire wears before the left on some bikes. And finally,
you won't want to get off of it. Agman can vouch that I had no interest in boxers in the past, but I
love my 99RT. Get a maintenance record. If the HES and shocks have been done and there is
not oil all over the final drive, you should be in for a long ride before any repairs. Test rode it
yesterday. The ride was more "buzzy" than what I expected. Initial start of the engine was met
with some notable clicking that soon disappeared. Quite a bit of nose dive when applying the
front brake. I know it's an older bike but it did feel like it needed some tlc. Did like the all the
creature comforts and the fairing coverage though. May look for another one. Agman, thanks for
the input. I'm still looking. The owner did say the buziness may be due to tuning. Do you know if
these bikes suffer from excessive vibration thru the handle bars risers? I also know what most
described as the clunkiness of the tranny. Not a big deal. The hunt goes on. I'm leary of ebay
site-unseen auctions but I think I missed a good deal. I am no means a boxer expert; I only had
my R for less than 2. I've had literally dozens of bikes over the years though and currently have
several. I was looking for something to replace my RR and orginally considered the RT. I went
for an RS but now want both Less comfortable than RT, but more fun when hitting twisties.
Smaller windscreen than RT and manually adjustable. RT - 'couch' style seating. Giant
windscreen compared to RS and electronically adustable. RT carries I think over a hundred
pounds more weight with the same engine, so it will be less responsive than RS i went with RS
because of lighter weight, and with the bags removed its less of a full-touring bike. My touring
plans for now are just overnight rides in Texas area. RT will always be in touring mode
basically, with or without bags. However, even with an aftermarket screen I still get more
buffeting from the wind than i had hoped. The extra weight of the fairing can add to fork dive but unless you've ridding other BMWs to compare, there should be a drastic difference between
traditional forks - if not then as others mentioned its likely a worn shock. Great looking bike with
33K on the clock. He thinks that the rear main seal is leaking, but other than some oil appearing
on the bike there are no other symptoms like a slipping clutch. It will go on ebay shortly. I'd buy
it, but I'm saving my money for an RR. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Make BMW. Model R-Series. Ready for your next great trip with added top and side
bags! Trade-ins welcome, financing available, test rides encouraged. Contact Sales at call or
reply to this ad via email for more info. Model R RT. Model RRT. Click here to learn more! To get

internet pricing call Daniel Portanova at Trades always welcome! Email us with your Trade.
Financing offered. All Credit Applications Accepted. Call today for a credit app! Extended
warranty available on most models. Please call for information. All Certified used motorcycles
come with a limited powertrain warranty. ABS brakes heated grips Corbin seat side cases top
case with passenger rest electrically-adjustable windscreen. It has a high 90, miles and has
seen most of the United States. After being owned by two mechanical engineers it has been well
cared for. Recently, it received a new battery, brakes done, and fuel lines cleaned. It does have a
broken mirror on the left side from having it shipped in my last move. I have a replacement
mirror for it. The seat is a bit worn form the miles. This bike has all the touring gear and truly
purrs. I have the title in hand. Model K LT. Peak performance and absolute amenities mile after
mile after mile. Among the forty-four standard features included on the dynamically modified K
LT are a higher output engine, a modified gearbox, chrome package, a redesigned instrument
panel and seats, a new paint finishes, and an electro-hydraulic center stand. Engineered for
high-performance hauls over endless lengths of road, the K LT offers one of the smoothest,
most comfortable rides imaginable. On rough roads, over stony tracks out in the wild, too? A
machine for those who want to test their limits and go beyond them. Or to put it briefly: A
motorcycle for riders who are seeking real adventure and don't want to miss out on a great deal
of riding pleasure in the process. Conquer any type of terrain on an adventure bike that meets
all your practical needs. Two standard-fitted ride modes? It's like having two motorcycles in
one. Further riding modes are also available as an option. In addition the standard level of
equipment was improved, e. This enables perfect navigation and provides the rider with useful
data such as fuel level, average speed and fuel consumption. This travel adventure machine is
rounded off by a newly integrated compartment above the tank which allows you to keep small
items within reach at all times. The R GS is also characterized by its
pcm wiring diagram 1990 light duty chevy trucks
curt 56200
2002 chevy tahoe starter location
unmistakable design, further improved seating comfort, wind and weather protection and by its
muscular presence. The R GS Adventure. Make an impression. Model F GT. More pictures to
come. Model K LT-S. While luxury and comfort are a given check out the 6-CD changer and
heated seat system , what? For that, you can thank the smooth-shifting, 5-speed overdrive with
reverse gear. The Telelever front and Paralever rear suspension. Stuff those saddlebags and go.
One R GS. One Mission? The best GS of all times. For 32 years? WE are there for you! Special
finance terms available! Airport Pick-up Available! Model R C. Grants Pass, OR. Lawrenceville,
GA. Davis, CA. Fairbury, IL. Eaton, NH. Olmos Park, TX. South Kingstown, RI. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Bmw Rrt. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make BMW ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

